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A SiO2 aerogel with absorbed deuterium is proposed as a target for the fusion rea tion d + d ! He3 + n indu ed
by a super-intense ultrashort laser pulse. The multiple inner ionization of oxygen and sili on atoms in the aerogel
skeleton o urs in the super-intense laser eld. All the forming free ele trons are heated and removed from the
aerogel skeleton by the laser eld at the front edge of the laser pulse. The subsequent Coulomb explosion of
the deuterated harged aerogel skeleton propels the deuterium ions up to kineti energies of ten keV and higher.
The neutron yield is estimated up to 105 neutrons per laser pulse during  200500 ps if the peak intensity is
1018 W/ m2 and the pulse duration is 35 fs.
PACS: 52.58.Ns, 52.50.Jm, 52.70.N
1. INTRODUCTION

A new laser te hnique with the generation of femtose ond super-intense pulses is a basis of new methods for the generation of neutrons. Several s hemes
have been suggested [15℄ with the usage of table-top
lasers. S hwoerer et al. [5℄ demonstrated a two-step
s heme of neutron generation. At the rst stage, X -ray
photons are emitted by a target irradiated by a superintense laser pulse, and at the se ond stage, X -ray photons reate neutrons as a result of the intera tion with
the nu leus Be9 . The approa h of Ditmire et al. [14℄
used the fusion rea tion between two deuterium nu lei
(deuterons) that pro eeds in a ordan e with the lassi al s heme

d

+ d ! He3 + n:

In this method, large lusters of deuterium mole ules
are irradiated by a super-intense ultra-short laser pulse,
and explosion of the produ ed positively harged lusters onsisting of deuterons only leads to the formation of a plasma where the ele trons and deuterons
* E-mail: krainov yberax.ru

have the energy of several keV. The fusion rea tion between deuterons pro eeds both during the explosion of
harged lusters and after their de ay before the total
plasma expansion out of the laser fo al volume.
The neutron yield up to nn  4 neutrons per laser
pulse was observed in experiments [ ; ℄ at the peak
laser intensity I  17 W/ m2 and the pulse width
35 fs. For the laser fo al volume V with the fo al spot
r
m and the length l
mm [4℄, we have
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the number density of deuterons is then found to be

Nd

= (23)  1019

m

3

:

Hen e, the total number of deuterons in this plasma lament is of the order nd  15 : Thus, only one of the
11 deuterons takes part in the nu lear fusion
nd =nn
rea tion! This extremely low e ien y is explained by
a small tunneling rate onstant of the fusion rea tion
and by a small lifetime of the forming plasma involving
the deuteron lament (
500 ps).
The neutron yield ould be in reased by in reasing
the typi al kineti energy of deuterons, whi h is small
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ompared to the lassi al threshold energy 180 keV of
the fusion rea tion involving two deuterons. In turn,
the luster expansion leads to the formation of fast
deuterons under the a tion of the positive ele tri potential of the luster onsisting of deuterons. But there
is an optimum luster size for given parameters of the
laser pulse. Indeed, a small luster size leads to a
small ele tri potential, and hen e, to a small energy of
deuterons in a plasma, whereas the laser signal annot
fully ionize a large deuterium luster. In parti ular, under onditions of the experiments [ ; ℄, the optimum
luster radius is approximately R  Å, whi h orresponds to the luster harge 
e after the eld
removal of all ele trons and provides the typi al kineti
energy of deuterons of several keV [6℄ (although the fusion rea tions are mainly produ ed from lusters with
the radii 80 Å and greater).
One an in rease the typi al deuteron kineti energy
by in reasing the laser intensity. We now suggest an
alternative approa h where the aerogel with absorbed
deuterium is used as a target for the laser irradiation
instead of the deuterium luster beam. The hara ter of pro esses with the formation of fast deuterons is
similar in both ases, but the aerogel method an provide a higher deuteron kineti energy, in our opinion.
In this paper, we analyze the pro esses resulting from
the irradiation of a typi al SiO2 aerogel with absorbed
deuterium by an ultra-short super-intense laser pulse.
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Be ause the solid density of the SiO2 aerogel material
is 0
: g/ m3 , we obtain a
Å from Eq. (1)
and R
m from Eq. (2).
We note that the maximum amount of absorbed
deuterium matter obviously orresponds to its solid
mass density d
: g/ m3 inside the aerogel, beause pores o upy the main part of the aerogel volume. The maximum amount of absorbed deuterium
is therefore given by d =
gd /ga (gram of deuterium matter per aerogel gram). However, the optimum amount of absorbed deuterium must be hosen
at a mu h smaller value. We assume that the internal
aerogel surfa e S an be overed by three deuterium
layers. This assumption agrees with the surfa e laws
in physi al hemistry [8℄. Be ause the average distan e between deuterium mole ules is 3.5 Å in solid
deuterium matter, the thi kness of deuterium matter
is approximately equal to ld
: Å on the surfa e
of the aerogel. The amount of absorbed deuterium is
then given by

= 21
=3

= 20

= 0 17

= 14

= 10 5

d ld S

= 0:13gd=ga

(3)

and the laser radiation is mainly absorbed by the aerogel rather than deuterium. Ea h individual SiO2 ball
is overed by

n0

= 4d (ld +3aM) d
3

a3

= 2150

= 6 7 10

24 g is the
deuterium mole ules. Here, Md
: 
mass of one deuterium mole ule.
The individual aerogel elements an also be des ribed by approximating these elements by ylindrial bers that have ommon knots. In this model, the
ber radius af follows from the fra tal approa h relation (instead of Eq. (1)),

S

(1)

where 0 is the (solid) mass density of the individual
aerogel balls. Another relation between aerogel parameters that follows from its fra tal stru ture is given by
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where   0 is the average aerogel mass density. For
deniteness, we use the typi al SiO2 aerogel parameters [7℄ in what follows:

2. PROPERTIES OF THE AEROGEL TARGET

We thus onsider an aerogel with absorbed deuterium as a target for a power laser pulse. An aerogel
an be des ribed within a simple model where the aerogel matter onsists of bound solid balls of identi al radii
a. These balls form a stable rigid skeleton due to onta ts between the neighboring balls. At small distan es
from a ball, the aerogel has a fra tal stru ture with the
fra tal dimension D. The aerogel matter is a homogeneous stru ture starting from a distan e R  a alled
the orrelation radius. The aerogel onsists of a fra tal
matter at distan es r < R : These quantities are the
basi aerogel parameters [7℄.
We note that the radius a of the individual ball is
related to the spe i internal aerogel surfa e S (whi h
is usually measured in m2 /g) by [7℄

òîì

= af20 :
= 715

For the same spe i area S
m2 /g of the internal aerogel surfa e, we then obtain the value af  Å.
The amount of absorbed deuterium is given by the same
556
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expression (3). We assume that the average aerogel
mass density is the same as in the ball model, i.e.,

:
g/ m3 : Using Eq. (2), we nd the orrelation radius R
: m. The total length L of all the
bers in the plasma lament having the volume V is
found from the relation

= 0 012

=21

0 a2f L

= V:

= 68

This gives L
km. We now estimate the total
length l of all the bers inside the orrelation sphere
with the radius R : We have the obvious relation

l

3
= (4R =3) L:

V

Inserting the above values of V , L, and R ; we nd that
l
: m.
We now estimate the average distan e Æ  af between the neighboring bers in the orrelation sphere.
The average length of one ber in this sphere is R :
The quantity Æ 2 R is the volume referring to one ber
in this sphere. The quantity

=42

Nf

3

= ÆR2R

is the number of bers in this sphere, and therefore,
l
R Nf : We thus nd

=

Æ

=R

 R 1=2
l

the estimates that were obtained for the explosion of
deuterium lusters under the a tion of a super-intense
ultra-short laser pulse [6℄.
The mass of the individual SiO2 ball is equal to

= 0 (4a3=3) = 7:0  10 20 g
and the SiO2 mole ule mass is m0 = 1:0  10
m

22

number density of SiO2 mole ules in the ball is

N0

= m00 = 2:1  1022

3

m

g. The

:

=

=

Hen e, one ball ontains approximately n m=m0
SiO2 mole ules, and n0
deuterium
mole ules are lo ated on its surfa e (see the previous se tion). We assume that the laser peak inten18 W/ m2 , the laser wavelength is
sity is Imax

nm, and the pulse width is 
fs (dened
as the full width at the half maximum, see [9℄). The
laser eld strength F t is then dened as

= 700

= 800

= 2150

= 10

= 35

()

( ) = Fmax exp[ (t=30)2℄

F t

(whi h t measured in fs) and the peak laser eld
strength is Fmax
: a.u. (the linear polarization
of the laser eld is onsidered; the atomi units orrespond to e
me
~
). The laser fo al volume
5 m3 (see the Introdu tion).
is equal to V
: 
The mass of the aerogel in this volume is

= 5 25

=

 0:015 m:

In what follows, we onsider the aerogel model onsisting of the individual balls and ylindri al bers.

:::

= =1
= 6 3 10
M

= V = 7:6  10

7

g:

Hen e, the number of the aerogel solid balls in the
plasma lament an be estimated as

nb

= M=m = 1:1  1013:

3. AEROGEL IN A LASER FIELD

As a result of irradiating the aerogel by a superintense ultra-short laser pulse, the following pro esses
pro eed. After a ertain period of time, ele trons are
liberated from the aerogel skeleton by the laser eld
and o upy aerogel pores. The aerogel skeleton then
onsists of multi harged atomi ions of sili on and oxygen; deuterium nu lei (deuterons) are lo ated on the
internal skeleton surfa e. At the next evolution stage,
all the atomi ions y into the surrounding spa e forming a uniform plasma that lls all the aerogel spa e;
deuterons y rst be ause they are light parti les.
They are lo ated on the skeleton surfa e, and therefore, deuterons have the maximum kineti energy.
The general hara ter of the intera tion of a power
laser pulse with the aerogel system is similar to that
for deuterium lusters. In what follows, we thus use

4. INNER AND OUTER IONIZATION OF THE
AEROGEL

We now onsider the pro esses that o ur during
the intera tion of laser light with the aerogel. A multiple inner ionization of sili on, oxygen, and deuterium
atoms rst o urs in this laser eld (of ourse, the
mole ular bonds are destroyed very qui kly). Taking
the known values of the ionization potentials EZ of
multi harged Si and O atomi ions into a ount (where
Z is the harge multipli ity of the respe tive atomi
ion), we nd that the above-barrier inner multiple eld
ionization o urs in the laser eld when the Bethe ondition is satised [10℄:
2

( ) E4ZZ :

F t >
557

(4)
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Here, F t is the amplitude of the laser eld strength
at the time moment t.
Using the known values of the ionization potentials
of atomi ions [11℄, we nd from Eq. (4) that at the
leading edge of the laser pulse, the harge multipli ity
is Z
for oxygen atomi ions. Ea h oxygen atomi
ion preserves only two ele trons of the K -shell be ause
the K -shell ionization potentials are very high, 739 and
871 eV, respe tively. Further, Z
for sili on atomi
ions, whi h means that ea h Si atomi ion preserves
only two K -shell ele trons and three L-shell ele trons.
The ionization potential of the Si atomi ion with Z
is equal to 401 eV, and this quantity does not satisfy
ondition (4) even at F t
Fmax .
We thus on lude that

ele trons
are removed at the leading edge of the laser pulse
from ea h SiO2 mole ule inside the individual ball during the inner atomi ionization pro ess. We negle t
the quantum-me hani al tunneling atomi ionization
at the start of the laser pulse be ause its probability is
too small ompared to the probability of the lassi al
above-barrier ionization [12℄. Therefore, ea h individual ball ontains

=6

=9

=9

( )=
9 + 2 6 = 21

ne

1

=

Q
(5)
F t > 2:
a
The thermal me hanism of the outer ionization for femtose ond time range and for moderate dimensions of
the individual aerogel balls gives an additional ontribution (see estimates in [14℄ and the dis ussion below).
The amplitude of ele tron os illations in the laser eld
is
a0 Fmax =! 2
Å  a;

() 4

=

= 860

and therefore, the ele trons do not return to the individual ball after su h os illations with high probability.
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We note that Eq. (5) for the outer ionization is not
so obvious as Eq. (4) for the inner ionization. The relation EQ Q=a be omes invalid when a few ele trons
remain in the enter of the ball. Assuming that positive atomi ions are homogeneously distributed in the
ball, we nd that EQ
Q= a: Finally, if the stronger
inequality F t > Q=a2 is satised (the laser for e is
stronger than the Coulomb for e), then ele trons are
denitely removed from the individual aerogel ball.
We now evaluate the number of ele trons Q that
are released from an aerogel ball under the a tion of
the laser eld. From Eq. (5), we obtain Q
released ele trons for F t
Fmax ; this means that all
the ne
free ele trons are liberated in the outer
ionization from ea h aerogel ball at the leading edge of
the laser pulse. These free ele trons are then uniformly
distributed in the plasma lament. The total number
of free ele trons in the plasma lament is equal to

=

=3 2

()

= 30000

( )=

= 19000

nt

= ne nb = 2:1  1017:

The on entration of these free ele trons in the plasma
lament is estimated as

= 21  n + 2n0 = 14700 + 4300 = 19000

free ele trons after irradiation by the laser pulse (here,
we also a ounted for two ele trons eje ted from ea h
deuterium mole ule on the surfa e of the individual
aerogel ball).
Simultaneously, the outer above-barrier ionization
pro eeds at the leading edge of the laser pulse, whi h
means that the ele trons leave the individual aerogel
ball. We an al ulate the number Q of ele trons removed from the ball by the laser eld by applying the
Bethe model again. Instead of Eq. (4), we have a similar ondition based on the Coulomb binding potential
EQ for ele trons in the individual ball with the positive harge Q; for Q  , the potential is given by
EQ Q=a, and therefore (see the review paper [13℄ for
details),

òîì

Ne

= nt=V = 3:3  1021

m

3

:

Free ele trons inside the individual ball are heated
during the laser pulse. First, ea h ele tron a quires a
large kineti energy equal to the average os illation energy F 2 = ! 2 . This quiver energy is equal to 58 keV for
the peak intensity I Imax . However, after the end of
the laser pulse, the ele tron looses all its quiver energy,
be ause the kineti energy of the ele tron adiabati ally
follows the envelope of the laser pulse. A ording to
Ref. [12℄ in the ase of the above-barrier ionization, the
nal kineti energy of ele trons is of the order 1020 eV
only. Indeed, for the above-barrier ionization (and also
for the tunneling ionization), the real energy spe trum
of ele trons is determined by the simple exponential
law [12℄

4

=

 2E 3 
e
;
w(E ) / exp

3!

The quantity

=

!

s

= ! F8(at) :

(6)

p

2EQ
F (t)

is the so- alled Keldysh parameter (see Ref. [12℄ for
details) for the eje tion of ele trons from the individual ball by the laser eld. For the maximum value
F
: a.u., we obtain from Eq. (6) that
: .
Be ause < , we nd that the above-barrier outer
ionization by a quasistati laser eld is indeed realized.

= 5 25
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It then follows from Eq. (6) that the typi al ele tron
kineti energy is

Ee

 23!3  35 eV:

Therefore, free ele trons remain quite old immediately
after the outer ionization. But then free ele trons an
again signi antly in rease their kineti energy in the
ball expansion pro ess. The Coulomb potential energy
of ele trons is transformed into their kineti energy [6℄.
As a result, the ele tron temperature in reases up to
the nal value Te  keV. In addition to this, the
indu ed inverse bremsstrahlung [ ; ℄ in the plasma
lament an ontribute to the in rease of the ele tron kineti energy when ele trons are s attered by the
harged individual balls before the laser pulse depletes.
The amount of this ontribution is un lear be ause of
qui k expansion of these balls.
We note that the Coulomb expansion of an individual ball pro eeds slowly in omparison with the ele tron
release; therefore, it is insigni ant during the pro ess
of the outer eld ionization. Indeed, the time t for
doubling the ball radius an be estimated from a simple energy balan e for the sili on atomi ion at the ball
surfa e (see Ref. [15℄ for details),

1

14 15

(Q=2) (Q=2) = 1 M0v2 = 1 M0  2a 2 ;
a
2a 2
2
t
2

s

3
= 8MQ0a = 20 fs.

(7)

Hen e, we an negle t the expansion of the individual
ball before the total eje tion of all the Q
ele trons from an individual ball at the leading edge of the
ultrashort laser pulse. Estimates for the oxygen atomi
ion lead to a similar on lusion.
The laser energy is absorbed by free ele trons in
the plasma lament. In a ordan e with Eq. (6), ea h
ele tron a quires the energy Ee 
eV from the laser
eld (another part of the ele tron energy  keV is a quired from the Coulomb potential energy of the ele trons in the ball). If the laser energy in the pulse
is, e.g., E
J
:  18 eV, it follows that
17
nl E=Ee
: 
ele trons absorb the entire energy of the laser pulse. But we have found above that

= 30000

35

=

= 1 = 6 2 10
= 1 8 10

1

the total number of free ele trons in the plasma lament is nt
:  17 , whi h is approximately equal to
nl : Thus, we on lude that for the high-intensity laser
eld, a low-frequen y ele tromagneti wave penetrates
into the entire plasma lament.
The analysis leads to the following on lusions.
First, a standard on ept that the ele tromagneti
wave with the frequen y ! < !p annot propagate in
a plasma (see, e.g., [16℄) is not valid at a high intensity of the ele tromagneti eld. Se ond, the propagation of a strong ele tromagneti wave auses a redistribution of plasma harges, and the intera tion of
the ele tromagneti wave with a forming non-uniform
plasma may be important for plasma heating. We note
that we negle ted this intera tion in the above analysis, and formation of the plasma under the a tion of the
ele tromagneti wave results only in the separation of
ele trons and ions of the aerogel skeleton by the wave.
A partial absorption of the ele tromagneti wave by a
forming plasma as a result of olle tive ex itations in
this plasma may ontribute an additional heating of the
plasma.
Deep penetration of the ultrahigh-intensity laser
pulse into a dense plasma is also onrmed by theoreti al results in Ref. [17℄.

= 2 1 10

5. FUSION PROCESSES

where M0 is the mass of a single sili on atomi ion and
v is its velo ity at the time instan e t: In this estimate,
we used the typi al time instan e when a half of the
free ele trons (Q= ) are removed from an individual
ball. It follows from this relation that the ball radius a
is doubled during the time

t

:::

We nally estimate the number of fusion neutrons
produ ed in the plasma after the end of the laser pulse.
During the preliminary diusion of the deuterium gas
through the aerogel, the deuterium mole ules penetrate
inside the pores of the aerogel; then they adhere to the
surfa e of individual balls. Of ourse, large pores in the
fra tal stru ture of the aerogel allow several layers of
deuterium mole ules to over ea h of the SiO2 balls. We
estimated above that n0 
deuterium mole ules
adhere to ea h SiO2 ball surfa e. This estimate orresponds to three layers of deuterium mole ules at the
ball surfa e with the radius a
Å. Deuterons are
attra ted to the free ends of the oxygen radi als. It
must be noted that it is probably better to use heavy
water instead of the deuterium gas, be ause the polar
D2 O mole ule is better atta hed to the skeleton surfa e
than the nonpolar D2 mole ule.
We now derive the number density of deuterons in
the laser fo al volume V :

2150

= 20

Nd

= 2nV0nb = 7:5  1020

m

3

:

It is by ten times greater than in experiments [14℄ with
deuterium lusters (see the Introdu tion).
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At the Coulomb explosion of the individual aerogel balls, ea h deuteron a quires the maximum kineti
energy
Q
: keV:
a ld
We note that the hydrodynami expansion of the ball
with the ion sound velo ity is negligibly small ompared
to the Coulomb expansion, in ontrast to the expansion
of large Xe lusters [15℄.
We now onsider the Coulomb explosion in the
model of ylindri al bers. The number density of
SiO2 mole ules in the solid ber matter (see above)
is N0
:  22 m 3 : After the inner ionization, the
unit of the ber length ontains the ele tri harge

+ = 13 5

= 2 1 10
Z

= 21N0a2f = 2:3  1010 e= m:

A ording to the Gauss ele trostati theorem, the ele tri eld strength F r at the distan e r from the ber
axis is found from the relation

()

2rF (r) = 4Z:

On the surfa e of the ber, the eld strength is

F0

d

+ d ! 3He + n

30 m2 for the deuteron kineti energy
is 
Ed
keV [18℄ (the rea tion d d ! t p has the
same ross-se tion, but we are not interested in this rea tion hannel here). The rate for this nu lear rea tion
is w
Nd v , where v is the deuteron velo ity. The
time for the nu lear fusion is determined by the ight
time T of the deuteron from the axis of the laser fo al
volume to its radial boundary, i.e., T
r=v: Hen e,
ea h deuteron produ es

+

+

=

=

wT

= 0 012

= Ndr = 7:5  10

12

 1 neutrons

at the ollisions with other deuterons. The total yield
of neutrons nn per laser pulse an be obtained by multiplying this quantity with the number nd
n0 nb of
deuteron pairs in the laser fo al volume:

=

nn

= wT n0nb  105:

=

= 10 5

= 0 17

nd

Sld
= dM
M
d

= 6 7 10

24 g is the mass of one deuterium
(Md
: 
mole ule). Thus, the number density of deuterons in
the plasma lament is

f

This quantity is equal to the maximum kineti energy
of the deuteron. It is seen that the models of bers
and of balls give similar values of the deuteron kineti
energy.
The ross-se tion of the fusion rea tion

= 10
= 10

= 715

Nd

' = F0af ln(Æ=af ) = 16 keV:
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These estimates refer to the ball model of aerogel.
We now make a similar estimates in the ber model
of aerogel. If the quantity S
m2 =g is the spe i
area of the aerogel (Se . 2) and M V is the mass of
the aerogel (
:
g/ m3 is the mass density of the
aerogel and V is the volume of the plasma lament),
then the quantity M S is the total area of the aerogel
in the plasma lament. This area is overed by three
layers of deuterium mole ules. The thi kness of this
layer is ld
: Å (Se . 2). Hen e, the quantity M Sld
is the volume of the deuterium layer and the quantity
d M Sld is its mass (d
: g/ m3 is the mass density of the solid deuterium matter). The number of
deuterium mole ules in the plasma lament is

= F (af ) = 2aZ = 10:0_ a.e:

Hen e, the dieren e of ele tri potentials between the
surfa e of the given ber and the neighboring ber is

òîì

= nVd = dMSld d = 4:6  1020

m

3

:

It is seen that this estimate is nearly the same as the
orresponding estimate in the ball model of aerogel (see
above). Hen e, the estimate of nn is also the same as
above.
It should be noted that the ross-se tion  in reases
by several de imal orders ompared to the ase of the
experiments of Ditmire et al. [14℄ with deuterium lusters, and the number of deuterons in the plasma lament n0 nb
:  16 is larger than the number of
deuterons nd    15 (see the Introdu tion) in
the plasma lament of the same dimensions used in
the experiments [14℄. Nevertheless, the neutron yield
in reases by only ten times. In our opinion, the reason is that in the experiments of Ditmire et al., only
deuterons with large radii R 
Å take part in the
nu lear fusion, while in our approa h, the radius of the
individual aerogel ball is only a
Å.
We an on lude that the yield of neutrons is
greater by approximately ten times ompared to the
yield of neutrons at the irradiation of deuterium lusters by super-intense ultrashort laser pulse observed in
the experiments [14℄ (see also re ent theoreti al alulations for deuterated lusters in Ref. [19℄). Thus,
an aerogel saturated by deuterium an be used for
the produ tion of powerful sour es of ultrashort pulses
(about T
500 ps) of mono hromati neutrons
(2.45 MeV).

2

= 4 7 10
(2 3) 10

80

= 20

= 200
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6. CONCLUSION

34

Developing the method by Ditmire et al. [ ; ℄ for
the produ tion of neutrons under the a tion of a superintense ultrashort laser pulse, we propose to use the
aerogel skeleton with absorbed deuterium instead of
the deuterium luster in the experiments by Ditmire et
al. This allows in reasing the neutron yield per laser
pulse by one order of magnitude be ause of a higher
kineti energy of deuterons liberated at the Coulomb
explosion of the harged aerogel skeleton. It should
be noted that an interesting theoreti al approa h was
re ently proposed in Ref. [20℄: it is suggested to use
heteronu lear lusters ontaining deuterium, e.g., lusters from D2 O mole ules.
It is possible that the tungsten aerogel [21℄ has an
advantage ompared to the SiO2 aerogel onsidered in
our paper, due to a high harge of the tungsten nu leus.
We note in on lusion that the Lawson riterion is
 5 for deuterium lusters and  4 3 for
the aerogel. The proposed method an be dis ussed
as a version for the basis of the laser thermonu lear
rea tor.
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